Freedman, Edward G. and David L. Sparks. Eye-head coordina-extensively studied in a variety of species including humans, tion during head-unrestrained gaze shifts in rhesus monkeys. J. rhesus monkeys, and cats (cf. Becker 1989). Although there Neurophysiol. 77: 2328Neurophysiol. 77: -2348Neurophysiol. 77: , 1997. We analyzed gaze shifts are species differences, the saturating function that describes made by trained rhesus monkeys with completely unrestrained the relationship between peak eye velocity and eye moveheads during performance of a delayed gaze shift task. Subjects ment amplitude, and the linear duration-amplitude relationmade horizontal, vertical, and oblique gaze shifts to visual targets. ship, are two of the defining properties of saccades (cf.
interactions between horizontal and vertical components, adthe orbits contralateral to the direction of the ensuing gaze shift, vanced.
the head contributed less and the eyes more to amplitude-matched When the head is free to move (unrestrained), the eyes gaze shifts. The relative timing of eye and head movements was altered by initial eye position; head latency relative to gaze onset and head can move together to accomplish large redirections increased as the eyes began in more contralateral initial positions. of the line of sight (gaze). Most available data on coordinaThe direction of the gaze shift also affected the relative amplitudes tion of the eyes and head were obtained from movements of eye and head movements; as gaze shifts were made in progres-directed along the horizontal meridian (Barnes 1979; Bizzi sively more vertical directions, eye amplitude increased and head et al. 1971 , 1972a Gresty 1974; Guitton and Volle 1987;  contribution declined systematically. Eye velocity was a saturating Guitton et al. 1984 Guitton et al. , 1990 Morasso et al. 1973 ; Phillips et function of gaze amplitude for movements without a head contribual. 1995; Stark 1981, 1982a,b) . These tion (gaze amplitude õ20Њ) . As head contribution increased with one-dimensional studies revealed several features of eyeincreasing gaze amplitude (20-60Њ), peak eye velocity declined by ú200Њ/ s and head velocity increased by 100Њ/s. For constant-head coordination. For instance, different modes of eye-head amplitude eye movements (Ç30Њ), eye velocity declined as the coordination have been identified (Bizzi et al. 1972a ; velocity of the concurrent head movement increased. On the basis Moschner and Zangemeister 1993; Roucoux et al. 1981 ; of these relationships, it is possible to accurately predict gaze am-Zangemeister and Stark 1982b) on the basis of the relative plitude, the amplitudes of the eye and head components of the gaze onset of eye and head movements. In some cases head moveshift, and gaze, eye, and head velocities, durations and latencies if ment precedes eye movement onset, but the vestibuloocular the two-dimensional displacement of the target and the initial posireflex maintains the position of the line of sight until the tion of the eyes in the orbits are known. These data indicate that eyes begin to move. In other cases, eye movements begin signals related to the initial positions of the eyes in the orbits and the direction of the gaze shift influence separate eye and head and end before the head begins to move, and in other circummovement commands. The hypothesis that this divergence of eye stances the head begins to move slightly after eye movement and head commands occurs downstream from the superior collicu-onset and then eyes and head continue to move together lus is supported by recent electrical stimulation and single-unit toward the target. Depending on the mode of eye-head coorrecording data. dination, the relative contributions of the eyes and head to the accomplishment of the gaze shift will vary. The spatial and temporal predictability of the target, and the amplitude I N T R O D U C T I O N of the movement, have been shown to influence both the relative timing of the onset of eye and head movements and With the head and body restrained, the direction of the relative eye and head movement amplitudes (Bizzi et al. line of sight can be changed by rotating the eyes relative to 1972a; Moschner and Zangemeister 1993 ; Zangemeister and the head. Under these conditions, movements of the eyes Stark 1982b). from one visual target to another are, typically, high-velocAlthough there is no agreement about the set of relationity, conjugate movements known as saccades. Saccadic eye movements made when the head is restrained have been ships that characterizes eye-head coordination, a number of studies in cats (Guitton et al. 1984 , humans (Guitton elicited during head-unrestrained microstimulation of the primate superior colliculus (SC), with movements produced and Volle 1987; Volle and Guitton 1993), and monkeys (Morasso et al. 1973; Phillips et al. 1995; under different behavioral or experimental manipulations, with data from other species, and as a foundation for underTomlinson and Bahra 1986a) report similar findings. First, gaze velocity is reported to be a saturating function of gaze standing the command signals required for the coordination of eye and head movements. amplitude, and head velocity is a linear function of head movement amplitude. Second, eye movement amplitude is a saturating function of gaze amplitude and head amplitude M E T H O D S is linearly related to gaze amplitude for large gaze shifts Two female rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) served as sub-(see below). There are several points of disagreement. Some jects. A scleral coil for monitoring gaze position was implanted in authors report that head movements are first observed when the left eye of each subject (Fuchs and Robinson 1966; Judge et al. gaze amplitudes exceed Ç25Њ (Phillips et al. 1995; Tomlin-1980) during aseptic surgeries performed under general anesthesia son and Bahra 1986a), whereas others report head move- (isoflourane) . In a second aseptic procedure, a receptacle for an ments associated with all gaze shifts larger than Ç5Њ or gaze X-Y positioner (Kopf) was also secured to the heads of both subshifts of all amplitudes (Bizzi et al. 1972a; Guitton et al. jects (see below) . Postoperative analgesics and prophylactic antibi- 1984, 1990 ). There are still other reports that head move-otics were administered as directed by the attending veterinarian. ment amplitude depends on the position of the eyes in the All surgical and experimental procedures were approved by the orbits at the onset of the gaze shift (Becker and Jürgens University of Pennsylvania Animal Care and Use Committee, and are in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for 1992; Delreux et al. 1991; Volle and Guit- the Care and Use of Animals. ton 1993). There is also no consensus about the degree of variability in the relative timing of eye and head movements. In cats, head movements generally precede the onset of the Experimental apparatus gaze shift (Guitton et al. 1984) , and movements of the eyes During training and experimental sessions, animals were seated and head appear to be tightly coupled temporally (Guitton in a primate chair designed to permit unrestricted movements of et al. 1990 ). Others report that in humans and rhesus mon-the head by restraining the subject with a canvas vest secured keys there is a high degree of variability in eye and head loosely around the neck and extending to the inside of the chair. movement onset times (Guitton and Volle 1987 ; Phillips et The flexibility of the vest allowed complete head mobility but al. 1995; Ron et al. 1993; Tweed et al. 1995 ; Zangemeister prevented the subjects from exiting the chair and from reaching and Stark 1981 Stark , 1982a . This variability could result from equipment mounted on the head. In addition, the chair prevented comparing movements generated under conditions in which movements of the hips and restricted upper body rotations to approximately {20Њ. Animals were monitored with the use of an the predictability of target location and/or temporal predictinfrared video system (Sanyo Electric). Typically, animals sat with ability of the movement initiation cue differ. The position hips and shoulders aligned and parallel to the frontoparallel plane.
of the eyes in the orbits at the onset of the gaze shift (Becker The only impediment to head movements was the mass of the and Jürgens 1992; Fuller 1996; Volle and Guitton 1993) may reward delivery system and head coil (Ç75 g). During some sesalso affect the relative timing of eye and head movements. sions an X -Y positioner and microdrive (Kopf; additional mass In addition, it has been reported that the head contributes Ç175 g) were also mounted on the head. We observed no differpreferentially to the horizontal component of head-unre-ences in gaze or head movements during sessions with and without strained oblique gaze shifts (Freedman and Sparks 1996; the additional mass, and data from both types of sessions are pooled Glenn and Vilis 1992; Tweed et al. 1995) , suggesting that in this report. gaze shift direction might also influence eye-head coordinaSubjects were positioned 84 cm from a tangent screen. The center of the screen was aligned with the midsagittal plane. Subtion. Thus there appears to be at least three factors that jects were positioned vertically so that when they fixated the screen influence the coordination of the eyes and head during recenter the line of sight was in a horizontal plane. Visual targets directions of the line of sight.
(Ç10 min diam) could be back-projected at any location (1Њ resoluThe goals of the present study were to further characterize tion) on a tangent screen that subtended {45Њ horizontally and eye-head coordination in the rhesus monkey performing a {40Њ vertically. Positioning of the target was accomplished by single, well-defined task, and to identify factors that may deflecting a laser beam (Uniphase) with a pair of mirrors attached influence these relationships. In addition, because the head to orthogonal galvonometers (General Scanning). Targets were was completely free to move both vertically and horizon-gated on and off with an acoustical-optical shutter (IntraAction). tally, we were able to extend one-dimensional studies to In some experiments, an LED array (2Њ resolution) positioned in include vertical and oblique gaze shifts, and assess the effects the same location and having the same dimensions was used.
Changes in the direction of the line of sight (defined as the 2-of movement direction on eye-head coordination.
dimensional rotation of the eyes relative to a fixed, external frame
We found that movements of the eyes and head follow of reference: gaze) were measured with the use of the standard certain lawful relationships. It is possible to accurately prescleral coil. Head movements were measured with the use of an dict the amplitudes, peak velocities, latencies, and durations identical coil mounted daily on the animal's head. The uniform of the gaze shift, and of the eye and head components of portion ({2%) of two magnetic fields, in spatial and phase quadrathe gaze shift, given knowledge of the initial positions of ture, was estimated to be a sphere (Ç20 cm diam) centered within the eyes in the orbits and the two-dimensional displacement the field-generating coils (85 cm diam). During experiments the of the visual targets (initial retinal error). These data help gaze and head search coils were approximately centered in this constrain hypotheses of gaze control. In addition, the general region. Search coil signals are translation invariant within the uniprinciples of eye-head coordination described in this report form technique. However, visual inspection of subjects during perfor-the computer window around the secondary target was Ç10% of the target displacement. The locations of the initial target and secmance of the task indicated that head translations were not large enough to move the coils out of the uniform portion of the magnetic ondary targets were selected randomly from experimenter-defined arrays of potential locations. fields. The gaze coil was calibrated by having the animal fixate different locations on the screen. The head coil was calibrated (on The experimenter had no direct control over the initial eye position relative to the head. However, we found that a large range of the animal) by manually rotating the head through known angles and adjusting the signal gain appropriately. The two coil signals initial eye positions could be obtained by reducing the initial fixation time and the duration of the delay interval and by randomizing were sampled at 500 Hz and stored for off-line analysis. The head and gaze signals were corrected for the nonlinearities inherent in the location of the initial target (see Freedman et al. 1996 for details). the coil system (after Judge et al. 1980) , and the eye position relative to the head was calculated off-line by subtracting the head The starting and ending positions of all movements considered in this report fell within {45Њ of the midsagittal plane. To present signal from the gaze signal. The center of rotation of the eyes was Ç7 cm from the center of head rotation in our subjects (see secondary targets displaced by ú45Њ from the initial target, it was necessary to present the initial target close to one edge of the Huebner et al. 1995 for discussion of measurement errors resulting from different axes of rotation). tangent screen and the secondary target on the opposite side of the screen center. Thus large-amplitude movements crossed the body midline. It is not clear how the data in this report extrapolate to
Behavioral task
movements generated from different initial conditions. The general principles of eye-head coordination described below, for example, The data in this report were obtained while subjects were permay or may not hold for 90Њ gaze shifts initiated with the eyes forming a delayed gaze shift task (Fig. 1A) . After fixation of the and head centered on the body midline, rather than 45Њ contralateral initial visual target for a variable interval (a; 800-1,200 ms, 100-to the direction of the movement. ms increments), a second target was illuminated. The subject was required to maintain fixation of the initial target while the secondary target remained on for an additional delay interval (b; 400-Data analysis 800 ms, 50-ms increments). The extinction of the initial target cued the subject to initiate a gaze shift to the location of the Data were analyzed off-line with the use of Sparc1 workstations (Sun Microsystems). The amplitudes of the horizontal and vertical secondary target. Reinforcement was contingent on maintaining fixation within computer-defined targeting windows. The size of gaze, eye, and head movements (Fick coordinates) were measured J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys as illustrated for a typical gaze shift in Fig. 1B . Velocity criteria 1 were used to automatically define the beginning and end of eye movements, head movements, and gaze shifts. The head contribution to the gaze shift was defined as the amplitude of the head movement that occurred between head movement onset and gaze movement end. Total head movement amplitude was defined as the amplitude of the head movement that occurred between head movement onset and end on the basis of the velocity criterion. On the basis of the measurements of horizontal and vertical eye, head, and gaze amplitudes, the analysis program calculated the vectorial amplitude and velocity (the amplitude and velocity along the trajectories of the movements) for each component. Movements directed along the horizontal meridian are defined as having direction 0Њ, movements directed below the horizontal meridian are described as having negative directions, and the angle, in degrees, is expressed relative to the horizontal meridian. Movement amplitudes are also given in degrees.
R E S U L T S

Data base
We measured ú35,000 gaze shifts made by two trained rhesus monkeys with their heads unrestrained. A subset of the gaze shifts made during the delayed gaze shift task was selected for further analysis on the basis of the following criteria. First, trials were excluded if the subject failed to maintain fixation of the initial target during the delay interval (see METHODS ), or if the movement that brought the direction of the line of sight within a computer-defined targeting window consisted of more than a single gaze shift. Second, only those trials in which both gaze and head position were stable during the delay interval were included. Trials with slow head movements during the fixation interval were excluded even if gaze position was unaffected because of compensatory eye movements. Because movements of the adducting and abducting eyes are not necessarily identical (cf. Collewijn et al. 1988a ), only gaze shifts in which the scleral search coil was in the adducting eye were included for analysis. Over 8,000 gaze shifts (monkey T, 4,673; monkey S, 3,617) met these selection criteria and are considered below. Figure 2A illustrates the trajec-directions: along the horizontal meridian ( a; n Å 4), 45Њ up (b; n Å 6), tories of gaze shifts having similar vectorial amplitudes 45Њ down (c; n Å 5), 70Њ up (d; n Å 3), and 70Њ down (e; n Å 5). All (65Њ) directed to visual targets along the horizontal meridian traces are plotted for a duration of 400 ms beginning 50 ms before gaze shift onset. Gaze and head position were sampled at 500 Hz; eye position (a), 45Њ above (b) and below (c) the horizontal meridian, was calculated off-line as the mathematical difference between head and and 70Њ above (d) and below (e) the horizontal meridian. gaze positions. For comparison, the trajectories of the eye (Fig. 2 B) and head ( Fig. 2C ) components of these gaze shifts are also shown. The change in direction at the end of each eye move-relative contributions of eye and head movements to gaze ment trajectory reflects the compensatory counterrotation of shifts having similar amplitudes and directions was obthe eyes that maintains a stable gaze position while the head served. For example, the trials marked with arrows in Fig. continues to rotate toward the target. Several features of 2B highlight two eye movements that were significantly coordinated eye-head movements are illustrated by these larger than the other eye movements made to the same tarmovement trajectories. First, considerable variability in the gets (a and c). Second, the vertical component of the gaze shift was accomplished primarily by vertical eye move-1 Gaze and eye onset and offset were defined as the time at which veloci-ments; the head contributed preferentially to the horizontal ties exceeded (onset) or fell below (offset) 35Њ/s. Velocity criterion for component of the gaze shift. The difference in vertical eye head movement onset was 25Њ/s; criterion for head offset was 15Њ/s. Move-and head contributions resulted in different eye, head, and ments were checked automatically and onsets and offsets were marked gaze trajectories during a single movement. Third, a large according to these criteria. All marks were visually inspected on a trial-bytrial basis and could be manually adjusted if necessary. is accomplished early in the gaze shift, before an equal pro- Fig. 13 ). Nonetheless, eye movement end and gaze shift end were highly correlated. In contrast, there was not a tight portion of the horizontal component has been accomplished. Fourth, head movement amplitude was a relatively small coupling between the end of the head movement and the end of the gaze shift ( Fig. 3D ; see caption for details). fraction of gaze shift amplitude. These and other points are detailed below.
General findings
RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MOVEMENT AMPLITUDE AND TAR-
GET DISPLACEMENT. The relationship between the hori-RELATIVE TIMING OF EYE AND HEAD MOVEMENTS. In all instances, changes in the direction of the line of sight were zontal component of primary gaze shifts (corrective movements were excluded from all analyses) and the horizontal initiated by an eye movement; head movements that occurred before gaze shift onset did not alter gaze position. As a displacement of the secondary target, relative to the direction of the line of sight (retinal error), is illustrated in Fig. 4A result, eye movement onset and gaze shift onset were identical. During the delayed gaze shift task, gaze latency (Fig. for all movements included in the data base. Similarly, the vertical amplitude of the gaze shift is plotted as a function 3A) was relatively independent of movement amplitude (monkey T: mean Å 190.9 { 28.1 ms, mean { SD; monkey of the vertical displacement of the target in Fig. 4B . Horizontal gaze amplitude was ú90% of the target displacement S: mean Å 211.1 { 41.9 ms). In contrast, the time from gaze onset to head movement onset decreased as a function amplitude (note slopes of the lines of best fit), whereas the amplitude of the vertical component was Ç80% of the vertiof gaze amplitude ( Fig. 3B ) until, for gaze shifts larger than Ç40Њ, movements of the eyes and head began nearly cal target displacement. Note that the selection criteria (see METHODS ) excluded movements that did not fall within the synchronously (mean latency to head movement onset relative to gaze onset: monkey T, 12.2 { 15.6 ms; monkey S, computer-defined targeting window, and less accurate movements that would alter the relationships illustrated in Fig. 4 , 7.6 { 15.2 ms). The end of the gaze shift and the end of the eye component of the gaze shift were tightly coupled as A and B, were not analyzed. Total horizontal head movement amplitude ( Fig. 4C ) was Ç60% (monkey T ) and 80% (monillustrated in Fig. 3C , which plots eye movement duration as a function of gaze duration for movements of all ampli-key S) of the horizontal target displacement relative to the direction of the line of sight (gaze; see legend to Fig. 4 ). tudes and all directions included in the data base (monkey T: n Å 4,673). Similar results were observed for monkey S In contrast, the vertical amplitude of the head movement was considerably smaller than the vertical displacement of (n Å 3,617; r Å 0.97; slope Å 0.82). Notice that for both subjects the slopes of the lines of best fit are õ1. This the target (monkey T, 17%; monkey S, 24%). Because gaze position and head position were not necessarily the same at indicates that eye movement duration is slightly shorter than gaze shift duration; eye movements end before gaze shifts movement onset, the displacement of the target relative to the head and target displacement relative to gaze were not end. This may result from a vestibuloocular reflex gain õ1, which would cause the velocity of eye counterrotation to be always identical. The relationships between horizontal ( Figure 4 illustrates the high correlation between head to gaze Ç60Њ) illustrates the systematic relationship between head amplitude and target displacement relative to the head; movement amplitude and both the target displacement relative to gaze and target displacement relative to the head. head amplitude was Ç15Њ, Ç30Њ, and Ç50Њ when target relative to the head was 30Њ, 45Њ, and 65Њ, respectively, and Determining whether head movement amplitude is better related to the target displacement relative to gaze or relative target relative to gaze varied over a narrow range between 55Њ and 60Њ. For the same subsets of trials illustrated in Fig. to the head requires that these variables be dissociated. To accomplish this we selected trials in which the target dis-5, A-C, eye movement amplitude is plotted as a function of target displacement relative to gaze (Fig. 5, . As placement relative to the head was relatively constant, but target displacement relative to gaze varied over a wide range. shown, eye amplitude varied systematically with changes in target displacement relative to gaze during trials in which Figure 5 , A-C, plots horizontal head movement amplitude as a function of horizontal target displacement with respect the target displacement relative to the head was relatively constant. Thus head movement amplitude is better related to gaze for three subsets of trials in which the displacement of the target relative to the head was 65Њ (A), 45Њ (B), and to the displacement of the target relative to the head than it is to the displacement of the target relative to gaze. However, 30Њ (C). As illustrated, the amplitude of the head movement was only weakly related to the displacement of the target eye movement amplitude is not well correlated with target displacement relative to the head, but is well correlated with relative to gaze, within subsets of trials in which the target displacement with respect to the head was relatively con-the initial displacement of the target relative to gaze. These data are consistent with the hypothesis that a head error cats have restricted movements of the head to the horizontal plane either by the use of a vertical head restraint bar or signal drives movements of the head, but not the eyes (see DISCUSSION ) .
by presenting only targets displaced along the horizontal meridian (see INTRODUCTION ) . To compare these earlier The results above are related to general observations concerning the entire data base. Below, details of these and findings directly with the data in this report, movements along the horizontal meridian initiated with the eyes and other relationships are described, and several factors that influence the coordination of eye and head movements dur-head aligned will be considered in this section. For horizontal gaze shifts, directed within {10Њ of the horizontal meridian ing gaze shifts to visual targets are described.
and initiated with the eyes centered in the orbits (initial eye position {5Њ), gaze amplitude and the amplitude of the Horizontal gaze shifts with eyes centered associated head movements were highly correlated (Fig. 6 , A and B). For gaze shifts smaller than Ç25Њ, observed head AMPLITUDE-AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIPS. M a n y p r e v i o u s studies of eye-head coordination in humans, monkeys, and movements were typically initiated after the gaze shift was J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys H), and the maximal contribution of the eyes was limited to õ40Њ (Fig. 6, E and F) . As a result, gaze shifts ranging in amplitude from Ç40 to 90Њ were associated with eye movements having approximately the same amplitudes (see below).
VELOCITY-AMPLITUDE RELATIONSHIPS. The relationships between peak gaze velocity and gaze amplitude, peak eye velocity and eye movement amplitude, and peak head velocity and head movement amplitude are plotted in Fig. 7 , A-C, respectively. The average velocity-amplitude (Fig. 7, D-F ) and duration-amplitude (Fig. 7 , G-I) relationships for each component are also illustrated. A striking feature of the gaze velocity-amplitude relationship was the decline in both peak and average velocity that occurred when gaze amplitudes exceeded Ç20Њ. This decline in gaze velocity occurred in conjunction with a decline in eye velocity (Fig. 7 , B and E) observed during eye movements between Ç20Њ and Ç40Њ.
To highlight the differences between the head-restrained and -unrestrained conditions, in Fig. 7B the relationship between peak eye velocity and eye movement amplitude when the head is restrained (open symbols) is superimposed on the data from the head-unrestrained subject. As has been well established, when the head is restrained, peak eye velocity is a saturating function of eye movement amplitude (see INTRODUCTION ) . For movements up to Ç20Њ when the head is unrestrained (during which there were no simultaneous head movements), the relationship between peak velocity and amplitude is identical to the relationship observed when the head is restrained. However, when the head and eyes move together during coordinated gaze shifts, peak eye velocity does not saturate as it does when the head is restrained, but declines for eye movements larger than Ç20Њ. For eye movements of 30Њ, when the head is restrained, mean peak velocity was Ç500Њ/s, compared with Ç300Њ/s for 30Њ eye movements made with the head unrestrained. Gaze duration and amplitude were linearly related ( Fig.  7G ), as were eye duration and amplitude (Fig. 7H) , for eye movements õ25Њ. But as eye movement amplitude increased, in association with the decline in eye velocity (Fig. 7, B and E) , the eye duration-amplitude relationship became more variable. In contrast to the eye and gaze relationships, head velocity increased linearly as head movement ampli-FIG . 6. Total head movement amplitude (A and B), head contribution tude increased (Fig. 7, C and F) , and head movement dura-(C and D), eye movement amplitude ( E and F), and eye position at the tion was a saturating function of head amplitude (Fig. 7I) . of each component, it is difficult to compare directly eye, head, and gaze velocities on the same trials. To facilitate this comparison, in Fig. 8 , gaze (A), eye (B), and head completed and therefore did not contribute to the change (C) velocities are plotted as a function of time during four in gaze position; compensatory counterrotation of the eyes individual trials in which the amplitude of the overall gaze stabilized gaze position during these head movements. The shift was 24Њ (a), 35Њ (b), 60Њ (c), or 70Њ (d). Several head began to contribute to the gaze shift when gaze amplifeatures that were typical of large-amplitude gaze shifts ditudes exceeded Ç25Њ (Fig. 6, C and D) , and the head contrirected along the horizontal meridian with the eyes initially bution increased linearly with increasing gaze amplitudes centered in the orbits are highlighted in these examples. For for movements between 25 and 90Њ.
instance, as gaze amplitude increases, peak and average gaze For gaze shifts larger than Ç35Њ, made with the eyes and eye velocity decline, whereas head velocity increases initially centered in the orbits (within {5Њ), eye position at the end of the gaze shift did not exceed Ç35Њ (Fig. 6, G during large gaze shifts, both eye and gaze velocity have tude at which the head began to make a contribution changed as a function of gaze direction; the intersection an early peak but decline as head velocity increases and subsequently reaccelerate late in the movement (see Freed-of the line of best fit with the abscissa systematically increased as the vertical component of gaze shifts inman and Sparks 1996).
The qualitative relationships shown in Fig. 8 are extended creased. In contrast to the decline in head movement amplitude observed as gaze shifts were directed more vertiin Fig. 9 , in which average velocity of gaze, eye, and head movements is plotted on the same axes as a function of gaze cally, eye movement amplitude increased ( note the change of slope in Fig. 10 , I -L, and Table 2 ) . Similar effects shift amplitude for monkey T (Fig. 9A ) and monkey S (Fig.  9B) . Average eye and gaze velocities were almost identical were observed in the other monkey ( see Table 2 ) . for gaze shifts up to Ç20Њ, but for larger amplitudes both
The effects of gaze direction on eye and head movement eye and gaze velocity declined; during 60-70Њ gaze shifts, amplitude are illustrated further by comparing the relative eye velocity was Ç50% lower than during 25Њ movements. eye and head contributions to gaze shifts made over a range Over this range of gaze amplitudes (20-60Њ), head velocity of directions but matched for vectorial amplitude. During increased linearly with increasing gaze amplitude. Table 1 gaze shifts having vectorial amplitudes of 70Њ (Fig. 11, ᮀ) , compares the mean eye, head, and gaze velocities at 20, 40, the total amplitude of the head movement ( A and D) de-60, and 80Њ for both subjects.
creased from Ç50 to 35Њ as the vertical gaze component increased. Similarly, the head contribution (Fig. 11, B and E) to gaze shifts 70Њ in amplitude was reduced by Ç50% Effects of gaze direction during movements directed 60Њ above or below the horizontal meridian compared with those directed along the horiThe effects of gaze direction on the coordination of the zontal meridian. Commensurate with these reductions in eyes and head are considered in this section. As illustrated head movement amplitude, eye movement amplitude inin Figs. 2 and 4 , the head contributes preferentially to the creased during gaze shifts directed 60Њ above or below the horizontal component of oblique gaze shifts. In general, horizontal (Fig. 11, C and F) . Similar effects of gaze directhere was a linear relationship between total head movetion on head and eye movement amplitude were observed ment amplitude and gaze movement amplitude ( e.g., Fig. during smaller gaze shifts (Fig. 11 : ᭺, 45Њ; ᭝, 25Њ); how-6 ) , but the slope of this relationship decreased as moveever, for gaze shifts of 25Њ, head contributions are small and ments were directed away from the horizontal meridian the effect is reduced (see legend to Fig. 11 for details). ( Fig. 10, A -D ; Table 2 ) . The slope of the linear relationGaze velocity was also systematically related to moveship between head contribution and gaze amplitude also ment direction. Horizontal gaze shifts with large head contridecreased as gaze directions became increasingly vertical ( Fig. 10, E -H; Table 2 ) . Similarly, the gaze shift ampli-butions were reduced in velocity compared with more verti-
08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys cal gaze shifts that were accomplished predominantly by movements of the eyes (Fig. 12A) . The relationship between gaze direction and eye velocity (Fig. 12B) highlights the large increase in eye velocity during primarily vertical gaze shifts. Head velocity declined slightly as the vertical component of movements increased (Fig. 12C) .
To further quantify the effects of direction on eye and head velocity, we selected gaze shifts having vectorial amplitudes of 60Њ ( Fig. 12 D ) . For these gaze shifts, eye velocity ( filled symbols ) increased from Ç200 to 390Њ / s ( monkey T, squares ) and from Ç280 to Ç450Њ / s ( monkey S, circles ) as gaze direction changed from horizontal to 60Њ oblique. A small reduction in head velocity ( Fig 12 D, open symbols ) occurred during these 60Њ gaze shifts, a reduction in velocity consistent with reduced head move- gaze shift accounted for much of the observed trial-to-trial of movement, and the horizontal eye and head position traces of these two movements are illustrated in Fig. 13B . In these variability in the relative amplitudes of eye and head movements. The variability in eye-head contribution arises be-examples, the eyes contributed Ç40Њ and the head Ç30Њ to accomplish the 70Њ gaze shifts. The remaining three gaze cause gaze shifts of a particular amplitude and direction were not necessarily composed of a constant-amplitude eye shifts in Fig. 13A were produced when the eyes were deviated 30Њ contralateral to the gaze shift direction, and the eye movement coupled with a constant-amplitude head movement. Instead, gaze shifts having the same amplitude and and head position traces for these trials are shown in Fig. 13C. During these 70Њ gaze shifts the eyes contributed Ç50Њ direction could be made up of different combinations of eye and head movements depending on the positions of the eyes and the head Ç20Њ.
As illustrated in Fig. 13 , the position of the eyes at the in the orbits at the start of the movement. In Fig. 13 A is plotted horizontal gaze position as a function of time for onset of the gaze shift can alter the eye and head contributions to the movement. We demonstrate the effects of initial five individual trials (gaze amplitude equals Ç70Њ) directed along the horizontal meridian (vertical position not shown). eye position on eye and head movements in this section beginning with Fig. 14. As the eyes began deviated in the Two of these five gaze shifts were produced when the eyes were deviated in the orbits 10Њ contralateral to the direction orbits, contralateral to the direction of the movement, the In A-D, lines of best fit for all points are plotted. In E-L, only trials in which the head contribution to the gaze was ú2Њ were included in the fit. Number of trials (N), correlation coefficient (R), slope of the line of best fit (Slope), and intersection of the line of best fit with the abscissa (Xint.) are provided for the data in Figs. 10 and 14, and for monkey S. Only movements with head contributions ú2Њ were included in the calculation of the line of best fit for both the head contribution and eye amplitude data. Note that the range of initial eye positions for monkey S was {10Њ, but for monkey T it was {5Њ for the data demonstrating the effects of movement direction. Direction 0, {10Њ; direction 20, 15-20Њ; direction 30, 25-35Њ; direction 50, 45-60Њ. Initial eye positions: Cent, {5Њ (monkey T) and {10Њ (monkey S); con10, contralateral 8-12Њ; con20, contralateral 15-22Њ; con30, contralateral 25-35Њ.
gaze amplitude first associated with a head contribution in-14 and 15), and associated with this increase in eye contribucreased (compare the intersections of the lines of best fit tion was an increase in eye velocity (Fig. 16B) . In Figs. 8 with the abscissa in Fig. 14 , E-H, and Table 2 ). For exam-and 9, the decline in eye velocity as head amplitude increased ple, when the eyes were initially centered, the head began was illustrated (see also Fig. 19 ). This is reiterated in Fig. to contribute to gaze shifts of Ç20Њ, but when the eyes began 16B, which shows that as the eyes begin in less eccentric deviated in the orbits by Ç35Њ contralateral to movement positions, and associated head movement amplitudes indirection, the head began to contribute only when gaze am-creased, eye velocity decreased. This effect is illustrated for plitude exceeded 30Њ (Fig. 14H) . The slope of the linear matched-amplitude gaze shifts of 60Њ in Fig. 16D . For these relationship between gaze amplitude and head contribution constant-amplitude gaze shifts, eye velocity (filled symbols) (Fig. 14, E-H Table 2 for details).
9, 10, and 14), but eye velocity decreased as gaze amplitude Figure 15 illustrates the effects of initial eye position on increased. This perhaps surprising relationship is clearly illustotal head movement amplitude (A and D), head contributrated in Fig. 8 , in which four individual trials are superimtion (B and E), and eye movement amplitude (C and F) , posed. However, in Fig. 8 , head amplitude increases in associfor both subjects, for matched-amplitude gaze shifts of 25Њ ation with increasing gaze amplitude, and the resulting decline (᭝), 40Њ (᭺), and 70Њ (ᮀ) directed along the horizontal in eye velocity could result from a nonlinear relationship bemeridian. The amplitude of the eye component increased tween eye amplitude and velocity (i.e., a nonlinear, nonmonoand the amplitude of the head contribution and total head tonic burst generator). Alternatively, the observed decline in movement amplitude decreased as the eyes began in more eye velocity could result from an interaction between eye and contralateral positions in the orbits (see legend to Fig 15 for head velocity signals. To distinguish between these alternadetails).
tives, we selected eye movements matched for amplitude (30-Initial eye position also affected eye, head, and gaze veloc-35Њ) that were associated with a variety of different head ities. As the eyes began in increasingly contralateral positions, the amplitude of the eye component increased (Figs. movements. In Fig. 17 A is these eye movements as a function of the amplitude of the velocity varied over a wide range and this reduction was correlated with the velocity of the associated head movements associated head contribution. For eye movements of Ç30Њ made without a coincident head movement, average eye ve-(see DISCUSSION ). locity was Ç325Њ/s for monkey T (q) and Ç475Њ/s for mon-EYE POSITION AT GAZE SHIFT END. The orbital position of key S (). However, for eye movements of the same ampli-the eyes at gaze shift end is plotted as a function of gaze tude (Ç30Њ), made in association with a head movement of shift amplitude for both monkeys in Fig. 18, A and B . 40Њ, eye velocity was reduced to Ç130 and Ç230Њ/s, respec-Regardless of the initial position of the eyes in the orbits tively. The relationships between head contribution velocity ( see legend to Fig. 18 ) , eye position at gaze shift end (the velocity of the head during the gaze shift) and average was a saturating function of gaze amplitude; the asympeye velocity are shown in Fig. 17B for both monkeys. Eye totic value of this function did not exceed Ç35Њ. Thus, movement durations for the same movements are plotted as even during the largest movements, eye position at the functions of head contribution (Fig. 17C ) and concurrent head end of the gaze shift did not exceed this functional ( i.e., velocity (Fig. 17D) , and as expected for movements of the not mechanical ) orbital limit on eye position. On any same amplitude, as eye velocity declined, movement duration particular trial, the position of the eyes at the end of increased. Because eye amplitude was essentially the same the gaze shift necessarily depended on both the initial on these trials, the reduction in eye velocity could not result position in the orbits and the amplitude of the eye compofrom a burst generator that converted an eye motor error into nent. As gaze shifts were initiated with the eyes deviated a signal proportional to eye velocity. Eye motor error was in the orbits contralateral to the direction of movement, the amplitude of the eye movement that could be provirtually the same for these amplitude-matched trials, but eye J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys FIG . 12. Average gaze velocity (A), average eye velocity (B), and average head velocity (C) plotted as functions of gaze shift amplitude for movements directed along the horizontal meridian (᭡; n Å 318), between 40 and 50Њ above or below the meridian (filled circles; n Å 171), and directed 75-85Њ above or below the meridian (filled squares; n Å 87). Movements were made with the eyes initially centered in the orbits ({5Њ). Binwidths of 10Њ were used for calculation of means { SD in A-C. D: average eye velocity (filled symbols) and average head velocity (open symbols) are plotted as a function of gaze direction during constant-amplitude gaze shifts (60-65Њ). Squares: monkey T. Circles: monkey S. Binwidths of 5Њ were used to calculate the means { SD, and data are fit with a least-squares regression line. Monkey T-filled symbols: n Å 551, r Å 0. duced before reaching the orbital position limit in-declines as head contribution and head velocity increase; 4) head movement amplitude is more tightly coupled to the creased. When the eyes were centered in the orbits, eye movement amplitudes did not exceed Ç35Њ, but when initial displacement of the target relative to the head than to the initial displacement of the target relative to gaze; 5) as the eyes began deviated 30Њ contralateral to gaze direction, eye movement amplitudes could be as large as 65Њ. a result of the initial eye position and direction effects on eye and head movements, gaze amplitude and the amplitude RELATIVE TIMING OF EYE AND HEAD MOVEMENTS. In addiof the eye and head components of gaze shifts can be dissocition to the effects of initial eye position on the relative contriated; and 6) head movement latency depends on the amplibutions of eye and head movements, initial eye position tude of the ensuing head movement and can be dissociated accounted for Ç20% of the variance in the relative onset from gaze (eye) latency. Initial eye position and gaze shift times of the eyes and head (Fig. 19 A) . For the constantdirection were factors that influenced the general relationamplitude gaze shifts (60Њ) illustrated in Fig. 19 , the interval ships between eye, head, and gaze metrics, and when these between eye movement onset and head movement onset defactors are taken into account, the amplitude, velocity, and creased linearly as the eyes began in more central orbital latency of eye, head, and gaze movements are predictable. positions. Although head latency was more variable as a These findings, their relationship to previous work, and their function of gaze direction, during matched-amplitude gaze implications for hypotheses about the control of coordinated shifts (60Њ), head movement latency increased as the vertical eye-head movements are discussed below. component of the gaze shift increased (Fig. 19B) . Thus as
The relationships described in this report were observed the head contribution and total head movement amplitude under a particular set of conditions: 1) targets were presented increased (e.g., Figs. 10-15 ) the time from gaze (or eye) within {45Њ of the midsagittal plane; 2) only movements onset to head movement onset decreased.
made during the delayed gaze shift task and meeting the selection criteria (see METHODS ) were considered; 3) sub-D I S C U S S I O N jects had extensive experience with the task; and 4) subjects We observed several relationships that characterize eye-worked in low ambient light. Nonetheless, the relationships head coordination during the delayed gaze shift task in rhe-are robust, and explicit tests are required to evaluate the sus monkeys: 1) the direction of the gaze shift and the initial sensitivity of these relationships to variations in task and/ positions of the eyes in the orbits affect the relative ampli-or test conditions. tudes of the eye and head components during coordinated movements; 2) for gaze shifts between 25 and 60Њ eye veloc-Relative amplitudes of eye and head movements ity declines by Ç50%, but, over the same range of movements, head velocity increases linearly with gaze amplitude;
Changes in the direction of the line of sight are often accomplished by combined movements of the eyes and head.
3) for eye movements of similar amplitude, eye velocity J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys in the orbits (Guitton and Volle 1987) . At the end of a gaze shift, eye position in the orbit does not exceed Ç35-40Њ.
Because of this functional limit on orbital position, when the eyes are initially centered, eye movement amplitude does not exceed Ç40Њ. In contrast, when the eyes begin deviated in the orbits by 30Њ contralateral to the direction of the gaze shift, eye movement amplitudes can be as large as 70Њ before the functional limit on eye position is reached. The ''limit'' on orbital position is not an absolute limit against which the eyes are driven during all large gaze shifts; for a particular gaze shift amplitude (e.g., 70Њ), final eye position varies over a range of ¢10Њ. Large gaze shifts (ú40Њ) directed along the horizontal meridian and initiated with the eyes centered in the orbits are accomplished by increasingly large head contributions; eye amplitude is relatively constant for this range of gaze shifts. As a result, a tight linear relationship between head contribution and gaze amplitude is observed during these movements. In general, these results are similar to those reported previously for head-unrestrained gaze shifts in the primate, directed along the horizontal meridian (in monkey: Bizzi et al. 1972a,b; Phillips et al. 1995; Tomlinson and Bahra 1986a; in humans: Gresty 1974; Guitton and Volle 1987; Tweed et al. 1995; Zangmeister and Stark 1982a,b) . In addition, there have been several reports of the effects of initial eye position on the metrics of eye and head movements (Becker and Jürgens 1992; Delreux et al. 1991; Tomlinson and Bahra 1986a; Volle and Guitton 1993) . We found that when the eyes are deviated contralaterally in the orbits at the beginning of the gaze shift, the head contribution to gaze and total head movement amplitude are reduced. This had the effect of reducing the ratio between head amplitude and gaze amplitude (i.e., the slope of the linear relationships decreased). The reduction in head contribution is offset by an increase in the amplitude of eye movements and an increase in the slope of the eye-gaze amplitude relationship. As a result of the effects of initial eye position, gaze shifts of a particular amplitude can be accomplished with a variety of different combinations of eye and head movements. For example, the eye and head components of 70Њ gaze shifts directed along the horizontal meridian can vary over a range of ú25Њ. Within this subset of movements, in which gaze amplitude is relatively constant, there is a butions of the eyes and head; head movement amplitude decreases and eye amplitude increases as gaze shifts are directed away from the horizontal meridian. The ratio of the vertical The relationships observed, using the delayed gaze shift task, between gaze shift amplitude and the amplitude of the eye head movement to the vertical displacement of the target is quite low, and as a result the head contribution to the vertical and head components of gaze define eye-head coordination under these conditions. When the eyes are initially centered component of oblique gaze shifts is considerably smaller than the contribution to the horizontal component (see also Glenn in the orbits, the relationship between gaze amplitude and eye amplitude is characterized by a saturating function; eye and Vilis 1992; Tweed et al. 1995) . The low ''gain'' of vertical head movements, reflected in their predominantly horizontal amplitude increases linearly with increasing gaze amplitude for movements up to Ç25Њ, but for gaze shifts between 40 trajectories, is countered by eye trajectories that are more vertical than the trajectory of the gaze shift. Thus, during oblique and 90Њ, eye movement amplitude is relatively constant. This restriction of eye movement amplitude results from a func-gaze shifts, gaze direction and the direction of the eye and head components of gaze are not identical. tional (i.e. In E-L, only trials in which the head contribution to the gaze was ú2Њ were included in the fit. Table 2 provides details of the fits for monkey T (illustrated in this figure) and monkey S (not shown).
Amplitude-velocity relationships
Ç20Њ (Guitton and Volle 1987; Laurutis and Robinson 1986; Pelisson and Prablanc 1986; Pelisson et al. 1988 ; Tomlinson When the head is restrained, saccadic velocity is a saturat-1990; Tomlinson and Bahra 1986b) . It is unlikely, therefore, ing function of saccade amplitude (Fig. 7B ) (for example, that a canal-mediated signal of head velocity is solely, if at see Bahill et al. 1975; Baloh et al. 1975; Collewijn et al. all , responsible for the reduction in eye velocity associated 1988a,b). In contrast, for head-unrestrained movements di-with increasing head movement velocity. Other signals rerected along the horizontal meridian, initiated with the eyes lated to head velocity, either from neck muscle afferents or centered in the orbits, eye velocity is not a monotonic func-an internal representation of head velocity (corollary distion of eye movement amplitude; eye velocity increases for charge), could be used to reduce the velocity of eye moveeye movements up to Ç20Њ but decreases dramatically as ments. The observed slowing of the eye component of cooreye movement amplitudes increase up to Ç40Њ. Similarly, dinated gaze shifts as head velocity increases (e.g., Figs. 8 the relationship between eye velocity and gaze shift ampli-and 17) results in the observed tight correlation between eye tude increases as gaze amplitude increases up to Ç25Њ, but movement end and gaze shift end. As gaze amplitude and decreases for larger gaze shifts between Ç35 and 60Њ; eye head contribution increase, gaze shift duration increases (see velocity remains at this reduced velocity for gaze shifts be- Fig. 7 ). For many of these large gaze shifts, eye movement tween 60 and 90Њ (Phillips et al. 1995 also illustrate a decline amplitude is relatively constant, and if eye velocity were not in eye velocity for gaze shifts between 20 and 60Њ). Head reduced as head contribution increased, the eyes would reach movement velocity is linearly related to head movement their final orbital position before the end of the gaze shift. amplitude, and also linearly related to gaze amplitude over In this case the gaze shift might continue as a result of the entire range of gaze shifts that were associated with head continued head movement but eye position in the orbits movements in our sample.
would remain constant. We did not observe, as others have Compared with gaze shifts of Ç25Њ, average eye move-reported (e.g., Guitton et al. 1984) , movements in which ment velocity is reduced by Ç200-250Њ/s for gaze shifts eye velocity dropped to zero and remained at zero for a large of 65Њ. Over this range of gaze amplitudes (25-65Њ), head portion of the gaze shift. In contrast, our data show a tight velocity increases by Ç100Њ/s. Similarly, for constant-am-correlation between eye end and gaze end, although the plitude eye movements, eye velocity is inversely related to slopes of the lines of best fit for these data are õ1 (see Fig.  concurrent head velocity (Fig. 17) . If this eye-head interac-3 and related text). tion were mediated by the vestibuloocular reflex, the gain of this reflex would have to be high (ú2) throughout the Relative timing of eye and head movements movement to account for the observed reduction in eye velocity. However, direct tests of the gain of the vestibuloocuPrevious reports provide conflicting data on the degree of temporal coupling between eyes and head during gaze shifts lar reflex during large-amplitude gaze shifts indicate that the gain is considerably less than 1 for movements larger than directed along the horizontal meridian. For example, some J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys pends on the initial position of the eyes in the orbits. Note that head movement latency (relative to gaze onset) decreased as the eyes began in more central orbital positions and these gaze shifts were associated with larger head movements. Similarly, as head amplitude decreases for gaze shifts with larger vertical components, head movement latency increases. Head latency appears to be related to the amplitude of the ensuing head movement, and head movement latency and the latency of eye or gaze movements can vary independently. The independence of eye and head movement latencies suggests that signals that initiate head and eye movements may be separate or at least separately influenced by other factors.
Head movement amplitude
There are several reports of the effects of initial eye position on eye and head movement amplitude (Becker and Jür-gens 1992; Delreux et al. 1991; Volle and Guitton 1993) . In particular, Delreux et al. (1991) reported that head movement amplitude is equal to a fraction (between 0.4 and 0.8) of target displacement relative to gaze. In contrast, Volle and Guitton (1993) reported that head movement amplitude is approximately equal to the initial displacement of the target relative to the head. These two reports present two different hypotheses for the control of head movement amplitude. The former (Delreux et al. 1991) proposes that head amplitude is controlled by a gaze error signal produced by comparing signals of desired gaze displacement and actual gaze displacement. Alternatively, the correlation between head amplitude and the displacement of the target relative to the head (e.g., Volle and Guitton 1993) is consistent with the hypothesis that head movement amplitude is controlled by a head error signal produced by compar- (Fig. 4E) and displacement of the target relative to contralateral-to-movement direction. Binwidths of 5Њ were used to calculate gaze (Fig. 4C) . When target displacements relative to gaze means { SD, and data were fit with least-squares regression lines. Correla-and relative to the head are dissociated (Fig. 5) , however, tion coefficients (r), slopes (sl), and number of trials ( n) for each line of head movement amplitude is better correlated with target best fit were as follows. A-70Њ: r Å 0.92, sl Å 1.13, n Å 232; 45Њ: r Å displacement relative to the head than relative to gaze, placement of the target relative to gaze. report large variability in relative onset times for the eyes Evidence for independent control of eye and head and head (e.g., Phillips et al. 1995; Tweed et al. 1995) , movements whereas others report a high degree of temporal coupling (e.g., Guitton et al. 1984) . These differences in the relative
The data in this report support the hypothesis that the control signals used to drive the eye and head components timing of the eyes and head (reviewed by Fuller 1992) are likely due to comparison of movements made under different of coordinated gaze shifts diverge, and at some level (see below) are independent. First, the opposite effects of initial behavioral conditions (Barnes 1979; Bizzi et al. 1972a; Gresty 1974; Zangmeister and Stark 1981, 1982a,b) . In this eye position on the eye and head components of amplitudematched gaze shifts indicates that a signal related to eye report, and consistent with data from human subjects (Becker and Jürgens 1992; Fuller 1996) , we demonstrate position affects independent signals driving the eyes and the head. Second, the trajectories of eye and head movements that the time from gaze onset to head movement onset de- head than to target displacement relative to gaze, but eye head movement onset preceded gaze onset. Gaze directions are relative to amplitude is only weakly correlated with target displacement the horizontal meridian and include movements with both upward and relative to the head. This suggests that the signals driving downward vertical components.
J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys eye and head movements are not identical. Finally, head commands could account for the inverse relationship between eye and concurrent head velocities. movement latency is related to the amplitude of the ensuing head movement, and is therefore related to initial eye posiThe hypothesis that the desired gaze displacement command, present in the SC, is subsequently decomposed into tion and movement direction; however, gaze (eye) latency relative to the movement initiation cue is unaffected by either separate eye and head signals is a parsimonious explanation of data obtained from microstimulation of the SC, physiologinitial eye position or movement direction. This suggests that the processes involved in triggering eye and head movements ical recording from the primate SC, and the behavioral relationships reported in this paper. For a particular desired gaze may be separate. Each of these observations is inconsistent with the hypothesis that an identical gaze-related signal displacement command, the ratio of eye and head contributions to the gaze shift will depend on eye position in the drives both eye and head plants (e.g., Guitton et al. 1990 ), and we interpret these findings as evidence supporting the orbit and direction of movement. This analytic framework for the generation of coordinated eye-head gaze shifts need hypothesis that, at some level, eye and head movement control signals are separate (see Freedman et al. 1996 ; Phillips not be altered to account for species differences in the range of mobility of the eyes relative to the head (oculomotor et al. 1995; Tweed et al. 1995) .
range) or the range of head mobility relative to the body, if the decomposition of the gaze command into separate eye Role of the SC in gaze control and head movement signals incorporates information about species-specific mechanical (or functional) constraints. Thus When the head is unrestrained, electrical stimulation of the primate SC evokes coordinated eye-head gaze shifts control of redirecting the line of sight in the barn owl, cat, rhesus monkey, and human may be mediated by similar (Freedman et al. 1996 ; for comparable data in cat, see Paré et al. 1994) . The relative amplitudes of the eye and head neural mechanisms even though the specific ways in which the eyes and head are coordinated during orienting behaviors components and the velocity-amplitude relationships of these stimulation-induced movements are similar to the rela-may be quite different across species. tionships observed during visually guided movements with the use of the delayed gaze shift task (described in this placement command does not depend exclusively on the BIZZI, E., KALIL, R. E., AND TAGLIASCO, V. Eye-head coordination in the synaptic weighting functions of collicular efferents; the same monkey: evidence for centrally patterned organization. Science Wash. collicular gaze command can be decomposed differently de-DC 173: 452-454, 1971. pending on the initial position of the eyes in the orbits. This COLLEWIJN, H., ERKELENS, C. J., AND STEINMAN, R. M. Binocular coordinasuggests that a signal, related to eye position in the orbit, tion of human horizontal saccadic eye movements. J. Physiol. Lond. 404: 157-182, 1988a. affects the decomposition of the gaze command; contralat-COLLEWIJN, H., ERKELENS, C. J., AND STEINMAN, R. M. Binocular coordinaeral eye position signals increase the desired eye displacetion of human vertical saccadic eye movements. J. Physiol. Lond. 404: ment signal and decrease the head displacement signal. In 183-197, 1988b. addition to this decomposition as a function of initial eye DELREUX, V., ABEELE, S. V., LEFEVRE, P., AND ROUCOUX, A. Eye-head coordination: influence of eye position on the control of head movement position, a cross-coupling of separate eye and head velocity J715-6 / 9k11$$my23 08-08-97 12:35:27 neupa LP-Neurophys
